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Hospitality Management Holdings celebrates summer 2016 with a cool offer
20% off stay offer in Dubai 

Paris, Washington DC, Dubai, 02.05.2016, 02:08 Time

USPA NEWS - Summer is here and the temperatures are shooting up paving the way for holidays. HMH ““ Hospitality Management
Holdings will get you through the scorching months with a cool 20% off stay offer that´s guaranteed to get the sting out of the season.

Summer is here and the temperatures are shooting up paving the way for holidays. HMH ““ Hospitality Management Holdings will get
you through the scorching months with a cool 20% off stay offer that´s guaranteed to get the sting out of the season.
Rolling out the “˜Summer Celebration 2016´ promotion, Chris Bradley, Head of Sales, HMH said, “Summer holidays are round the

corner and time for families to travel. We are delighted to offer all our guests 20% discount on bed and breakfast rate when they check
into any hotel within our network this season. Whether you are seeking sweet solitude with a sunset walk along the beach or bustling
malls at your door or a bite of history or simply family fun, our hotels are ideally equipped and well located to explore the destination´s
main attractions. Enjoy our signature hospitality in some of the most amazing cities across the Middle East and North Africa. Let´s
celebrate summer!“�---------------------------------------------------------------
Operating hotels under its various brands namely The Ajman Palace Hotel, Coral Hotels & Resorts, Corp Hotels and EWA Hotel
Apartments, HMH caters to diverse segments from luxury to serviced apartments. Terms and Conditions for “˜Summer Celebration
2016´ promotion
“¢ Offer valid for stays between May 1st and September 30th 2016
“¢ Bookable until 30th September 2016
“¢ Advance Purchase Offer up to 3 days prior arrival
“¢ Full prepayment upon reservation, non-refundable rate
“¢ Rate Subject to availability and taxes 
“¢ Breakfast replaced by Sohour during Ramadan
----------------------------ABOUT HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT HOLIDAYS------------------------------------------------------
Founded in 2003 in Dubai, HMH ““ Hospitality Management Holdings is a fully-integrated hotel management company that prides itself
on being one of the pioneers among local groups from the region. It provides hotel owners and developers a broad spectrum of
comprehensive management solutions with five distinct, yet complementary, hotel brands catering to varied market segments from
budget to luxury. These include The Ajman Palace Hotel, Coral Hotels &Resorts, Corp Hotels, EWA Hotel Apartments and ECOS
Hotels. Through its dynamic operation and strategic expansion in the Middle East and North Africa, HMH has been successful in
unlocking a world of opportunities while creating value for its stakeholders, associates, staff members and customers. Its existing
portfolio features superb properties located in some of the most desirable destinations across the MENA region, as well as a healthy
pipeline of hotels under development.
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